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Mississippi State University Department of Communication 
presents 
Cat On a Hot 
Tin Roof 
by Tennessee Williams 




Students/ Senior Citizens $3 
General Admission $5 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
by Tennessee Williams 
DIRECTED BY TERRI HOLLAND 
SCENERY & LIGHTING BY WAYNE DURST 
CAST 















AISL YNN THOMAS 










A BED-SITTING ROOM AND SECTION OF THE GALLERY 
OF A PLANTATION HOME IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA. 
TIME 
1958: AN EVENING IN SUMMER. 
THERE WILL BE TWO - TEN MINUTE INTERMISSIONS. 
PERFORMED WITH PERMISSION OF DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC. 
RUNNING CFeN 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 











RICK FRANK X 
JENNIFER GURAL~ 
RICK FRANK 












CLETUS COLLUM ALEXA EASLEY 
HEIDI BEVILL ALISON FRITZIUS 
MICHAEL HAZLEWOOD RICK FRANK 
VANESSA MRAVICH DANIEL MORGAN 
THOMAS RYAN HARRINGTON 
SPECIAL THANK YOU 
MARGARET C. CRIMM 
DARLENE BYNUM 
DR. MARK GOODMAN 




WMSV/ CAMPUS RADIO 
HONORS FORUM 
CONCESSIONS WILL BE SOLD IN THE LOBBY DURING 
THE INTERMISSIONS, AS A FUNDRAISER FOR THE 
BLACKFRIAR DRAMA SOCIETY. 
FUTURE PRODUCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION 
SUNSET & 
TRIUMPH OF THE WEST 
AN EVENING OF ONE ACTS 
OCTOBER 17 • 1 9 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 












A JOINT PRODUCTION WITH MUSIC EDUCATION 
APRIL 17-2 0 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
DIRECTOR'S NOTE 
AS MY FIRST ENDEVER AT MSU TAKES STAGE, I AM 
REMINDED HOW SHORT LIFE IS AND HOW FAST IT WHIPS 
PAST US. THROUGH THE CHARACTER'S THAT YOU SEE ON 
STAGE TONIGHT I HOPE IT WILL MAKE YOU A LITTLE MORE 
REFLECTIVE OF WHAT AND WHO IS IMJf)RTANT IN YOUR 
LIFE. 
Gas & Deli 
STARICVJUJ'S ~REI.tiERE CONVIHIEHCE STOUt 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
(60 1) 324-6555 
605 HWY 12 E. STARKVILLE, MS 
l 
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